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Abstract. Retrieving responses is a subtask in the dialogue system. The
focus of the existing methods is semantic matching, but the reasoning
ability is insufficient. The implicit feature association between the context and the candidate responses was not discovered. And this implicit
feature association is precisely the key to realize reasoning. In this paper,
we propose a new approach based on commonsense knowledge combined
with graph features. We are using the advantages of graph structure
in reasoning, putting the context and candidate responses in the same
graph, and using commonsense knowledge to explicitly show the associated features, thereby improving the dialogue system’s reasoning ability.
Experiments show good performance through the effective combination
of commonsense knowledge and graph structure.
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Introduction

Retrieving responses is an important approach in the dialogue system. Its goal is
to choose the most suitable response based on the given context. The retrieved
responses are often fluent and natural, with abundant information. The success
of the retrieval can make the dialogue proceed more accurately and smoothly
and can better enhance the user experience.
Previous work mainly concentrated on the matching relationship between
context and candidate responses. It is well known that neural networks can learn
multiple levels of rich information in semantics [1]. But, reasoning ability and
the ability to capture commonsense information are insufficient [2]. Reasoning
needs to learn key semantic features and perform effective reasoning based on the
relationship between features. However, the feature information in the contextual
semantics is not enough to support effective reasoning. It is very interesting to
explore.
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In this paper, we propose a graph reasoning model based on commonsense
knowledge. Specifically, by extracting the key information in the context and
candidate responses, and using commonsense knowledge to expand the key information explicitly, and using the grammatical information of the text to construct
a graph, effective reasoning on the structured graph information can improve the
reasoning ability of the model. By adding commonsense knowledge to the graph
structure, an effective connection can be established between the context and
the candidate response, which is more helpful for reasoning. The experimental
results show that our model’s reasoning ability has been dramatically improved
with the help of graph structure and commonsense knowledge.

2
2.1

Our Approach
Problem Definition

Given a dataset D = {(U, C)}, where U represents dialogue context U =
{u1 , u2 , . . . , un }. And C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 }, and ci is a response candidate. The
model is excepted to learn a function f (U, ci ), which can evaluate the relevance
between U and ci .
2.2

Reasoning Graph

We construct the context and candidate responses into a graph. Specifically,
the Grammar Parsing tool is used to analyze the context information and the
candidate response. By merging the co-occurring word nodes in the context and
the response, an effective connection is established on the graph. In addition,
the ConceptNet knowledge base is used to find nodes related to the original
node. ConceptNet is an extensive knowledge base of commonsense, containing
a large number of nodes and relationships. We mark each context by part of
speech, select verbs and nouns as key nodes, query the nodes around the nodes
in ConceptNet, and add them to the graph. In particular, we delete the nodes
whose credibility weight is less than 1 to get a complete analysis graph. With the
help of ConceptNet, graph nodes have obtained richer commonsense information,
which further helps improve reasoning ability.
2.3

Model Overview

The overall model is exhibited in Figure 1. Our model includes a semantic representation module, and a graph structure representation module. The semantic representation module uses the Xlnet [3], which is a pretrained model, and
the graph structure representation module uses a Graph Convolutional Neural Network [4]. GCN can integrate and learn the feature information of nodes
and connected nodes, making the feature representation of nodes more abundant. It is used to integrate expanded commonsense knowledge into our core
nodes. Specifically, the feature representation of the node is obtained from Xl-
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Fig. 1: The overall framework of our model.

net’s context representation. The pre-training language model will fully consider
the information of the token context for the representation of each token, so the
representation is more accurate.
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Where gk = {n0 , · · · , nt } represents the connected nodes of the k-th node, |gk | is
the total number of the connected nodes, hni is the representation of the token
ni , W ∈ Rd×k is the weight matrix.
To make the characteristics between nodes more obvious, the information of
other nodes near the node is aggregated. Where l is the the layer of GCN. The
zil represents the aggregated results. Ni represents all connected nodes of the
i-th node, and hlj is the j-th node representation. So far, we have obtained the
neighbor information and updated node representation hl+1
i .
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In addition, we have added an attention mechanism to learn the importance
of nodes. With the help of attention, the ability of model reasoning can be
effectively improved.

hc σ W1 hli
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hg =
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αil hli

(5)
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where hc is the representation of the context, hg is the graph representation.
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Experiments

We test our proposed model on MuTual [5]. MuTual is constructed based on
listening test data. We use these evaluation indicators R@1, R@2 and MRR.
R@1 and R@2 are the recall at position 1 and 2 in 4 candidates, and MRR is
the Mean Reciprocal Rank.
Our experimental comparison mainly includes the original Xlnet model, only
commonsense knowledge node information without graph structure, and our
model. The experimental results are as follows. We can see that when there is
only commonsense knowledge without graph structure information, the model’s
performance is deteriorating compared with the original Xlnet model. Because
the commonsense knowledge is isolated information without mutual connection,
it is equivalent to introducing more noise. These introduced noises will increase
the difficulty of model feature extraction, which leads to the deterioration of
the model effect. When the graph structure is added, the isolated points are
effectively combined, and the reasoning ability of the model is improved by
learning the relationship between the nodes.
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Fig. 2: The results of different models.
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Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we propose a new approach based on commonsense knowledge
combined with graph reasoning to solve dialogue reasoning problems. The text
is constructed into graphs through grammatical analysis, combined with the
expansion of commonsense knowledge to make the relevance more obvious. In
this way, the relationship between the context and the candidate response is
more obvious, and the superiority of the graph in reasoning is fully utilized to
enhance the reasoning ability of the model. In future work, we will try more
variations model to test our approach.
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